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We examine statistical and directional properties of the ambient noise in the 10–100 Hz frequency
band from the NPAL array. Marginal probability densities are estimated as well as mean square
levels, skewness and kurtoses in third octave bands. The kurotoses are markedly different from
Gaussian except when only distant shipping is present. Extremal levels reached;150 dB re 1m Pa,
suggesting levels 60dB greater than the mean ambient were common in the NPAL data sets.
Generally, these were passing ships. We select four examples: i! quiescent noise, ii! nearby shipping,
iii ! whale vocalizations and iv! a micro earthquake for the vertical directional properties of the
NPAL noise since they are representative of the phenomena encountered. We find there is modest
broadband coherence for most of these cases in their occupancy band across the NPAL aperture.
Narrowband coherence analysis from VLA to VLA was not successful due to ambiguities. Examples
of localizing sources based upon this coherence are included. kw diagrams allow us to use data
above the vertical aliasing frequency. Ducted propagation for both the quiescent and micro
earthquake~T phase! are identified and the arrival angles of nearby shipping and whale
vocalizations. MFP localizations were modestly successful for nearby sources, but long range ones
could not be identified, most likely because of signal mismatch in the MFP replica. ©2005
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1855035#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the statistics and vertical directionality pro
erties of low-frequency ambient noise, which for the p
poses of this paper are defined to be in the recording ban
the NPAL arrays of 10–100 Hz, are unusual, especially
the vertical dimension. In fact, measurements for the vert
apertures of 700–1400 m and horizontal apertures of 360
are not available in either the unclassified~and classified!
literature. In just the horizontal dimension we have arr
data from the Navy SOSUS~Sound Surveillance Underwate
System!, towed arrays such as the SURTASS~Surface
Towed Array Sound System!, and the TB-29~a long array
towed by submarines!, but their classified nature has a lim
ited publication; moreover, their lengths are short compa
to the NPAL horizontal extent. Notable exceptions to this
the papers by Curtiset al., and Andrewet al., which summa-
rize single sensor data from many of the Pacific SOS
arrays within the limits of Navy classification guidelines.1,2

Historically, there has been a lot of interest in the ve
cal structure of ambient noise, especially in the deep oc
Urick has an excellent summary of most of the work do

a!J. A. Colosi is at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,
02543. B. D. Cornuelle, M. A. Dzieciuch, W. H. Munk, and P. F. Worces
are at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at S
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. B. D. Dushaw, B. M. Howe, J. A. Mercer, a
R. C. Spindel are at the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Wa
ington, Seattle, WA 98105.
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prior to 1966.3 Chapter 7 of Urick here is especially relevan
The earliest measurements of vertical directionality cited
Urick were done in 1965 by Axelrodet al.,4 wherein the
lowest frequency reported was 112 Hz, which is higher th
the band of the NPAL arrays. There have also been a v
large number of publications on the role of bubbles. The
analyses, however, also concern frequency bands m
higher than those being considered here.

Low-frequency, vertical directionality data are scarc
primarily because of the large apertures required for spa
resolution. There are Navy vertical arrays used for both
vironmental and operational purposes; however, the sp
amount of data from these has been published with mos
spectral densities on a sensor by sensor basis.5 In 1982, data
from a 1000 m Vertical Line Array~VLA ! in the Arctic6 and
a 1000 m VLA in the east Pacific, which was a prelude to
High Gain Initiative~HGI! were acquired. See the discussio
by Mikhalevsky in Baggeroeret al.7 Subsequently, two large
vertical apertures~VLAs! for the HGI itself were deployed
but results are not available in the open unclassified lite
ture. The emphasis of these HGI experiments was
Matched Field Processing, so an extensive noise ana
was not done on the vertical structure. Nevertheless there
been a lot done for the horizontal noise structure, e.g.,
Makris and Dyer and Langley.8,9

At low frequencies, analyzing the vertical structure r
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quires large vertical apertures. When combined with
waveguide effects, this requires a resolution of less than
corresponding to at least an 1800 m array at 10 Hz or a
m array at 100 Hz, to account for ducting and noise no
phenomena. Even these dimensions are not adequate
identifying a closely spaced multipath according to verti
angles. At low frequencies the finite aperture, turning po
issues, and wave front curvature for modal separation
ducted propagation must be addressed.10 A very important
consideration is the equipment. The very long VLAs and
data recording plus the strum isolation and element posit
ing for hydrophones are major oceanographic deployme
and tricky at best.

Uniformly applicable statements about ambient no
are risky at best. Probably, the most common model use
this low-frequency range is a superposition of~i! the surface
noise derived from the Kuperman–Ingenito model becaus
incorporates the propagation waveguide,~ii ! monopole and
occasionally dipole point sources generated by Green’s fu
tion propagation codes, and~iii ! sensor white noise, i.e., un
correlated among sensors.11 These models are limited, nev
ertheless, by the ubiquitous background level and the us
simple sources, which does not usually include the real m
tipole nature, nearby, discrete shipping contributions, clus
of marine mammals and other biologics, or earthquak
While these model components can be modified to incor
rate them, there are a lot of parameters with which to play
inverting data to a model. Certainly one reason against p
tulating uniformly applicable statements about ambi
ocean noise is because so much depends upon the env
ment: shallowversusdeep, lowversushigh frequency, wind/
rain drivenversusshipping dominated, staticversusdynamic
environments, etc. Moreover, much is dominated by the
ray, or lens, which is used to resolve the several noise p
nomena. Here, we are concerned with deep water, l
frequency, mostly shipping or biologically dominate
dynamic environments. Even with these caveats, we do
capture all the phenomena and some remain unexplai
Nevertheless, spectral entropy methods indicate struct
spectra in 83% of the NPAL records for a single channel a
92% with array gain. There are times of quiescent low le
scenarios~10 dB! below the average, but they are not t
norm. While ambient noise data is easily obtained simply
an in situ measurement, it can be difficult to predict at
specific time and place since one or several phenomena
dominate a particular measurement.

The emphasis here is on the observed levels and
implications for sonar signal processing. We did not have
observational controls such as weather, sea state, ship
density, etc. to argue for causal relations to these envi
mental variables. The volume edited by Carey a
Monahan,12 and the monograph by Kerman13 are good
sources for a general background. In the Carey and Mona
volume there are several articles of note—Kennedy
Goodnow,14 who used an array measuring vertical direction
spectra down to 75 Hz, Careyet al.,15 who used a parabolic
equation approach to model wind excited noise, a
Hodgkiss and Fisher,16 who obtained vertical array data a
sites south of NPAL looking at slightly higher frequencie
1644 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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All these articles were motivated by wind speed correlates
theoretical discussion of the wind-noise dependence was
cently published by Oguz,17 while Yang examined the envi
ronmental impacts on the vertical structure.18 Recently,
Booth et al. have examined vertical noise directionality u
ing polarization processing, but at frequencies above
NPAL data.19

The NPAL site was close to shipping, the known tran
lanes of marine mammals, and micro-earthquakes assoc
with the North American and Pacific plate boundaries,
these discrete events were probably more common at
NPAL site than at others. As previously mentioned we fou
the ‘‘quiescent’’ wind noise driven environment unusual
contrast to specific discrete sources. As a result we h
categorized our data analysis in terms of four types of no
environments:

~1! ‘‘quiescent’’ environments where there is no clear spe
tral structure on a single spectrogram;

~2! ‘‘shipping’’ environments where the spectrograms hav
clear indication of nearby shipping and the spectral lin
associated with the machinery;

~3! ‘‘biologic’’ environments where the spectrograms ind
cate the vocalization ‘‘chirps’’ associated with marin
mammals typically near the NPAL site;

~4! ‘‘micro-earthquake’’ environments where high level tra
sient events with coda and T phases are found w
micro-earthquakes.

It is useful to provide the reader with a guide to th
several processing algorithms applied to form our conc
sions. These are as follows.

~1! Spectral classifications: We first describe a meth
for classifying spectral structure based upon signal spe
entropy. This measurement has the property that flat spe
in the band maximize the entropy while tonal and high str
ture minimize it. This has subjective aspects since the d
can always be ‘‘whitened’’ to modify the entropy. We hav
not done this. See Gallager or Pratt20,21 for a complete dis-
cussion of the entropy of a time series or image. The resu
this is four single channel spectra indicative of the four c
egories of data dominant at the NPAL site.

~2! Marginal densities and histograms: Virtually all o
the performance predictions for sonar are made, assumi
background of Gaussian noise. We make the case tha
these discrete environments these are questionable ass
tions since the single-most common measure of n
Gaussianity, the kurtosis, is far from Gaussian. The extre
als, i.e., the tails of distribution are much too high. This do
not, however, suggest that this measure may be used
classification tool, but simply that the tails on a receiver o
erating characteristic~ROC!, where we want to operate, ma
understate false alarms. We also explore an unexpected r
of the dependence of kurtosesversusdepth.

~3! Broadband cross-spectral coherence: One of the
standing questions framing the NPAL experiment was
coherence of the signal from a source near Kauai across
arrays. We examine both the vertical and horizontal coh
ence of the four categories of ambient noise. We find surp
ingly high levels for the quiescent environment and exc
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 1. Plan view and profile of the
NPAL vertical line arrays~courtesy of
Worcester and Spindel22!.
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tionally high ones for the discrete ones across the full NP
aperture. For sonars this is especially important since
noise gain~or reduction! is usually where the performanc
‘‘dBs’’ are found since the very best signal gain is 0 dB ga
degradation. The multipath structure is clearly identified
these figures.

~4! k2v spectra: The directionality observed on an
ray is usually summarized in a frequency-azimuth~FRAZ!
display or a frequency wave number, ork2v spectral dis-
tribution. We find well-defined directionality including
ducted power in the quiescent spectra and well-defined
rections in the others according to the apparent vertical ph
speed of the signals. We are able to extend thek2v spectra
into the aliased region by noting the continuity from t
unaliased regions and the aliased images at the higher w
numbers.

~5! Source localization: Vertical arrays can estimate
range and depth of the source using a number of meth
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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The most robust is multipath ranging, while the most sen
tive is matched field processing~MFP!. When five VLAs are
used, azimuth can also be measured. We use two approa
to source localization, one of the ultimate objectives o
sonar. The wide separation of the VLAs make them wo
more as an interferometer than a filled aperture, so we
use broadband processing for bearing and multipath ma
ing for depth. We also use MFP as a comparison. It is w
known that MFP is quite sensitive to sound velocity profi
~SVP! mismatch, so our expectations for long range locali
tions were not high; nevertheless, we do get good comp
sons between the two methods.

Finally, since this article is one of a series in this volum
on NPAL, all the common experimental details of the NPA
arrays and system may be found in the accompanying ar
by Worcester and Spindel.22 The location is on the continen
tal shelf off Point Sur, California near a SOSUS array,
illustrated in the top of Fig. 1. There are four arrays,
1645Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



imately
FIG. 2. Quiescent period on the NPAL arrays. Each panel illustrates the spectrogram of the channels noted earlier. The average level is approx75
re 1 mPa/AHz.
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channel arrays spanning 400–1000 m, and one 40 cha
array spanning 200–1600 m. The sensor separation in
vertical is 37.5 m, giving a 20 Hz aliasing vertical frequen
The horizontal spacing was a minimally redundant arra23

with 600 m leading to a 1.2 Hz horizontal aliasing frequen
The sound speed profile used is also illustrated in Fig
Clearly, a single profile is not adequate for long range m
eling, so much of the NPAL data analysis has used profi
taken before and at the end of the experiment with arch
information used for interpolations. See Worcester a
Spindel22 for more details.

II. SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS OF THE NPAL
NOISE

Since the noise at the NPAL arrays is selectively dom
nated by several physical mechanisms, it is appropriate
illustrate spectra for which one mechanism dominates. O
issue was to classify the structure of the spectra among
four. We used a spectral entropy approach that was q
successful in isolating quiescent events into one category
into the three others. Surely additional work using more
phisticated methods of pattern recognition could be d
here and have been done with other datasets, but we do
cuss them here. For simplicity, the spectral entropy is gi
by

H„S~ f !…5c11c2E
f min

f max
lnFS~ f !

P Gd f ,

whereP is power in the spectral band given by
1646 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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The constantsc1 andc2 depend upon the number of sample
They are constant for this analysis since all the segment
the NPAL data are all equal.f min510 Hz andf max5100 Hz
define the spectral analysis region. We found a threshold
H(S( f ) empirically by examining all the spectra visuall
which led to the best classification choice.~We did not have
a priori training sets as in most pattern recognition pro
lems.! This led to the conclusion that 0.83% of the 600 da
segments had a spectral structure in which tones or feat
were apparent. For a selected number of beamformed
ments 0.92% had a structure that is representative of
well-known problem that array gain just keeps resolvi
weaker events. We think that we never hit the so-called no
floor or uniform background.

With the 6001NPAL segments, we have chosen four f
discussion purposes to illustrate the four classificatio
These are illustrated in Figs. 2–5. Six plots appear in eac
these figures, containing, from top to bottom, spectra fr
VLAs 1 through 6. For each VLA spectrum the channel s
lected is the ‘‘middle’’ one.24

~1! Quiescent: Fig. 2 shows one of the quieter times
these data when the level was 10 dB below the average l
for the NPAL experiment.25 While we can still discern some
shipping lines looking horizontally across the figures, the
are most likely very distant and the spectra are quite un
markable without any distinguishing features. We belie
however, that the ‘‘spike’’ in the bottom subplot~VLA6 ! is
real, based upon examining the time series around it in
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



.
FIG. 3. Ship passing near the NPAL arrays in the band 0–100 Hz. One can observe the moveout as the ship passes VLA 1 to VLA 5–6
e
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tail. This phone, one of the deepest of all the deployed s
sors, contains many more ‘‘spikes’’ than the other chann
When one examines adjacent channels they are also pre
but with a much lower amplitude. We might associate t
with ‘‘fish bite’’ a well-known problem for moorings. Over
all, the NPAL arrays observed signals over a large dyna
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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range. Some pressure levels reached 150 dBre 1 mPa, asso-
ciate with shipping, and almost saturate the digitizer.

~2! Shipping: Fig. 3 is indicative of the shipping ob
served at the NPAL arrays.~The arrays were located wher
ships steering southwesterly out of San Francisco would
quite close to the array.! We can observe a ship transitin
r to be two
FIG. 4. Whales near the NPAL arrays in the band 0–30 Hz. One can observe the distinctive multitone chirps in each call; moreover, there appea
distinctive calls—one multitone while the other concentrated in a single sweep.
1647Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 5. One of many earthquakes observed in the band 0–30 Hz.
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across the arrays and a continuous spectral lineup of the
chinery lines. Later we use these data to demonstrate MF
the NPAL arrays. A careful examination of some of the la
times in the upper channels reveals interference effects. N
that the time intervals among the peak levels are appr
mately 80 and 160 s, which corresponds to a 7.5 m/s or 1
speed if the ship was a course going directly over the NP
arrays. The speed would be higher if the track was offse
not parallel to the array lineup. We attempted to correlate
time series with the time delay of the acoustic propagat
times across arrays~0.4–2.6 s!, but were not able to do so
consistently on a narrow band basis. This is this discusse
the section on coherence. The ship is close by and not la
The proximity is suggested since it fades in and out a
transits the VLAs, so it must be on the steep part of a tra
mission loss~TL! curve. Second, the peak spectral levels
approximately 110 dB and just 20 dB above the ambi
noise level of 90 dB. Allowing 50–60 dB TL for the slan
range to the sensors leads to levels of 160–170 dB, whic
not an especially high source level.

~3! Whale vocalizations: Fig. 4 illustrates whale voca
izations. Whale calls, characterized by chirps~most with har-
monics!, are present in 50%–75% of the NPAL data. Mo
are centered near 16–20 Hz, suggesting that the sour
finback whales; however, there are occasions when they
in the 25–45 Hz band. See Curtiset al.1 for a more complete
discussion on species identification. It turns out that th
calls are exceptionally coherent, leading to excellent be
forming results. While straightforward to do, we have n
attempted any pulse compression of the chirps, for exam
using one pulse as a replica and then pulse compres
~matched filtering! earlier and subsequent chirps.

~4! Micro-earthquakes: The NPAL site is quite close
1648 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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the plate boundary separating the North American and
Pacific plates. It should not be surprising that we obser
many earthquakes during our observations. Figure 5 ill
trates two of these microseisms. We did not attempt to be
form them or make an azimuth estimation since the con
angles and the high ambiguities introduced by such a sp
horizontal array lead to very ambiguous results.

III. MARGINAL DENSITIES AND HISTOGRAMS

In this section we summarize the estimated statistics
single point measurements on the NPAL arrays. Figure 6
composite of time series from year day 197 to 343 of
power in dB for middle sensors of each VLA.

Table I summarizes the spectral densities in roughly
tave bands plus the composite over the full band. The n
malized standard deviation of each measurement is

s51/Acw* B* 1200,

where cw is the window factor~3/8! for the Hanning one
used, andB is the processing bandwidth for each of th
bands 10, 20, 40, and 90 Hz, respectively, and the 1000 s
the time duration of an NPAL segment of data. These
approximately consistent with the data from Hodgkiss a
Fisher,16 once their units from perdegree levels are conver
to an integrated level. The tabulated data are also close to
89 dB measured at 57 Hz during the Heard Island Feasib
Test.26

There is a lot of interest in peak pressure levels natur
occurring in the ocean at low frequencies whether fro
ships, earthquakes, or marine mammals because of the
cern of the impact of anthropogenic noise from marine li
Table II summarizes the peak pressure levels observed.
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 6. Mean sound pressure level versus yearday, 6 VLAs on the mid-depth phones. Spectral densities are given in Table I.
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full band has the highest level and indicates that 138–150
re 1 mPa were observed. The upcoming analysis of the k
toses suggest that these were not rare events.

The assumption of Gaussian processes is embedde
most of sonar signal processing, e.g., see Urick or V
Trees.3,27 Since the NPAL data are extensive and record

TABLE I. Average spectral densities in approximately third octave ba
for the three depths in the NPAL array~deepest to shallowest; see the te
for depths of sensors!.

Mean spectral densities~DB! re 1 mPa/AHz

10–20 Hz band
Channel VLA1 VLA2 VLA3 VLA4 VLA5 VLA6
CH1 88.5 89.2 88.4 88.5 88.1 88.5
CH10 88.7 88.8 88.8 88.4 88.5 88.8
CH19 92.4 90.3 90.3 91.7 88.6 89.3

20–40 Hz band
CH1 90.5 90.7 90.5 90.5 90.3 90.6
CH10 90.7 90.8 90.8 90.4 90.5 90.7
CH19 91.2 90.9 90.7 91.0 90.6 90.7

40–100 Hz band
CH1 87.4 87.1 87.1 87.0 86.7 86.4
CH10 87.4 87.5 87.6 87.2 87.1 87.6
CH19 87.6 87.6 87.5 87.2 87.4 87.7

Broadband: 10–100 Hz
CH1 86.7 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.0 88.6
CH10 85.8 88.8 88.8 88.4 88.4 88.7
CH19 89.1 89.0 89.0 89.4 88.6 88.9
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
B
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with well-calibrated sensors that have proven to be quite
liable for several deployments since the Acoustic Thermo
etry of Ocean Climate~ATOC! experiment, we took the op
portunity to check this assumption by measuring t
kurtoses, one of the simplest indications of non-Gaussian
If a real process is Gaussian, its kurtosis is 3.28 ~For complex
data such as spectra the kurtosis is 2 if Gaussian.! If it is

s
TABLE II. Peak pressure levels for all the NPAL three channels on all
NPAL time series in four bands.

Maximum Levelsre 1 mPa

10–20 Hz band
Channel VLA1 VLA2 VLA3 VLA4 VLA5 VLA6
CH1 142.5 140.8 143.1 141.8 141.1 141.5
CH10 142.3 144.5 145.8 143.0 139.9 147.9
CH19 140.8 142.7 142.5 145.7 140.8 141.4

20–40 Hz band
CH1 145.6 143.2 145.4 140.4 144.3 141.6
CH10 147.0 142.5 139.7 138.5 146.7 150.0
CH19 149.1 145.3 146.5 148.7 135.3 139.4

40–100 Hz band
CH1 150.6 148.9 147.5 145.3 143.8 145.2
CH10 150.8 149.8 149.1 146.4 145.8 151.6
CH19 149.6 150.4 150.6 150.8 145.2 148.0

Broadband: 10–100 Hz
CH1 150.9 149.4 149.5 145.7 149.0 145.8
CH10 151.9 150.3 148.7 146.8 151.1 140.0
CH19 141.0 141.3 152.3 152.1 145.3 147.8
1649Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



el 19.
FIG. 7. Histogram of data on VLA-6, Channels 10 and 19 during the ‘‘quiescent’’ time of Fig. 2. Note the large number of extremals on Chann

FIG. 8. Histogram of data on VLA-6, Channels 10 and 19 during the ‘‘nearby shipping’’ time of Fig. 3.
1650 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005 Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise
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higher, the probability distribution is ‘‘wider’’ than a Gauss
ian, i.e., there are more frequent higher levels on the tai
the distribution and these are the extremals that are of c
cern and also impact false alarm estimates. Many n
Gaussian and bispectra algorithms exploit this, e.g., for
chinery lines for shipping. The results are a bit perplex
and are discussed below.

Figure 7 illustrates the histograms for the ‘‘quiescen
spectra of Fig. 2 using the middle and lower channels~Chan-
nels 10 and 19! on VLA-6, corresponding to water depths o
1200 and 1530 m. We display the corresponding histogra
in the same four frequency bands as Table I. For this th
are 60 000 data points, partitioned into 301 bins, with e
binwidth equivalent to 2000mPa. Note: The vertical axis is
in units of 10 log 10~the number of ‘‘hits’’ in a bin!. ~This
can be confusing when applying 68% for 1 sigma and 9
for 2 sigma estimates of area.! The orange line is a zero
mean log of a Gaussian distribution with the estimated v
ance, and the horizontal coordinate is the bin number divi
by 10 000. The asterisks correspond to one, two, and th
sigma points of a Gaussian distribution. The log scale on
vertical axis was used to accommodate the wide dyna
range at extremal and unusual levels.

We note that the shallower channel~Channel 10! is for
all practical purposes well modeled with the Gaussian
The kurtoses are nearly equal to three and the fits alm
overprint the data. On the lower phone~Channel 19! of the
same data set and on the same array, the Gaussian m
clearly has problems. The lowest-frequency band has an
tremely high level with a significantly wider distribution an
a corresponding high kurtosis. Skipping to the third band,
fit is better, but the extremal levels are still much too fr
quent. Recall that with the Gaussian model, bin occupa
decreases exponentially with a quadratic rate, so such
level events should be extremely rare.

The same histogram analysis and Gaussian fitting d
on the ‘‘nearby shipping’’ spectra of Fig. 3 are shown in F
8. Much work has been done on exploiting non-Gaussia
to identify ships and possibly for target classification
ASW. The lower-frequency band is closest to Gaussian w
kurtoses near four. As we move up in the frequency tow
the traditional shipping bands, both the levels increase s
we use a constant bin width and the kurtoses do as w
Here, the differences between the two channels is less
dent, suggesting that the incident shipping signal domina

The histogram for the ‘‘whale’’ example illustrated i
Fig. 9 clearly shows the impact of the vocalizations. In t
band of vocalization the histogram is definitively no
Gaussian with a very large number of points at modest
tremal levels. As we move up toward the bands where th
is a low vocalization content, the Gaussian fit is quite r
sonable. Again, there are many more extremal levels for
deeper channel.

Finally, the histogram and probability density for th
‘‘earthquake’’ signal in Fig. 5 are indicated in Fig. 10. Th
data show non-Gaussian behavior within the bands wh
most of the earthquake energy is concentrated, but clos
Gaussian at the higher bands, where it has little energy. W
out more analysis it is hard to suggest a good probab
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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model, but all statistical tests would certainly reject t
Gaussian model for all bands. At very low frequencies it
often argued that these micro-earthquakes, whose num
increases inversely by ten times the magnitude, lead t
superimposition of a large number of ‘‘events’’ in the da
and lead to Gaussian datavia the central limit theorem.~The
central limit theorem asserts that the probability density o
sum approaches a Gaussian as the number of event
creases if no one term in the sum remains dominant.
book by Doob is one of the well-known texts for the cent
limit theorem for random processes.29

A summary of kurtosis behavior for the three select
channels of the NPAL array for the broadband case~10–90
Hz! statistics is given in Fig. 11. Each of the six subplo
gives the number VLA segments with a kurtosis less than
level, i.e., it is cumulative. The red is for the upper chann
the blue for the middle, and green for the deep channel.
black horizontal line is at a level of 3, the nominal value f
a Gaussian process. The plots are for the entire NPAL
semble. The horizontal axis is the number of segments.
amining each subplot we observe that for VLA-1~upper
left!, there are very few data segments with low values, s
gesting that almost all the data have extremals someti
significantly larger than a Gaussian model. Both midwa
channels almost overlap, but the deep channel has rou
one-sixth of its segments with kurtoses larger than 6, wh
is a very significant departure from Gaussianity. We can f
low similar trends for the other VLAs~VLA-2 is the upper
right!; however, for the deepest of all the channels, VLA-
the kurtoses now separate with depth with an increasing le
as a function of depth. Finally, the mean and skewness of
data were close to zero for all the segments. The data ac
sition equipment removes the mean because of a high
filter at 10 Hz and the skewness near zero suggests no
nificant asymmetry in the sign of the data.

There is no evident explanation for this behaviorversus
depth. Again, the NPAL arrays and data recording have b
used on many deployments and have been reliable. The
has a lot of scrutiny, so it is hard to assign the problem to
data acquisition equipment.Conjecturesinclude the follow-
ing: ~i! Since the ‘‘quiescent’’ data were close to Gaussia
the sources for the other three categories may couple b
to the deep sections of the arrays.~ii ! ‘‘Fish bites’’ may be
concentrated at the depth; however, the time series are
impulsive, which would suggest this.~iii ! The line beneath
the hydrophones may be exciting strumming, but the spe
on the deep sensors do not contain any more very l
frequency harmonic tonals characteristic of strumming.

IV. BROADBAND SPECTRAL COHERENCE

The covariance matrix across an array is the most
portant quantity in determining array gain and the ability
an array processing algorithm to reject noise interferen
There are several models in the literature for the spec
covariance matrix, which describes the cross-spectra
tween two points separated byDx. Historically, the spectral
covariance model for blackbody radiation, or thre
dimensional~3D! isotropic noise, is often used, and th
given by30
1651Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



n band

n in the
FIG. 9. Histogram of data on VLA-6, Channels 10 and 19 during the ‘‘whale’’ time of Fig. 4. Note the very non-Gaussian histogram in the vocalizatio.

FIG. 10. Histogram of data on VLA-6, Channels 10 and 19 during the ‘‘earthquake event’’ of Fig. 5. Note the very non-Gaussian distributio
lower-frequency bands occupied by the signal.
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r levels. In
FIG. 11. The summary of kurtoses behavior on three channels of each of the VLAs. Note that the deepest channels on all arrays have highe
addition, the two shallower channels on all arrays except VLA-6 overlap each other, whereas on VLA-6 they do not.
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whereDx is the separation,f the frequency, andl the corre-
sponding free space wavelength. Note the dependence o
absolute value of the separation;Dx implies the isotropic
dependence. This model predicts the correlation to zero
sentially among the VLAs, and a decaying oscillatory fun
tion over a scale ofl vertically on each array. This depen
dence can be seen in the quiescent segments as well
spectral regions not populated by shipping or whales. N
ertheless, even in the quiescent segments array gain reve
large horizontal extent of the covariance. Extensions to
model may be found in Cox31, and Baggeroer32. ~A more
readily available version of this may be found in the rec
text by Van Trees.23 Both of these approaches specify
angular distribution on a sphere of radius 2p/l and then uses
spherical harmonic expansions for the correlation. Other
pansions, e.g., Cron and Sherman, use a cosn(u) model,
where u is the angle off grazing.33,3 All the above are for
deep water environments. Recently, the Kuperman–Inge
model,10 which can be used at all frequencies and wa
depths, has been used extensively. We should also note
spatial covariance functions for acoustic data are often s
lar to the sinc function since the propagating component
the spatial data are strictly bandlimited in wave numbers,
uku,2p/l.
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V. SENSOR CROSS-CORRELATIONS

One of the objectives of the NPAL experiment is to d
termine the coherence properties for signals received fro
NPAL source off Hawaii. In this paper we examine the c
herence from the noise sources typically present near
NPAL array. There is a very practical concern for noise c
herence matricesversusthose for a signal. The maximum
signal gain with perfect coherence is unity, so the sig
issue in a signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! calculation is how
closely we can achieve this. Generally, signal gain degra
tions, or coherence loss, cannot be less than25 dB without
significant focusing loss and spreading into other wave nu
bers, leaving a blur across all angles in a bearing-time
corder~BTR! display. The array gain indicates the reducti
of the noise level and the noise coherence matrix determ
how much gain can be achieved against a noise field.
noise uncorrelated among a sensor, this 10 log@N#, where@N#
is the number of sensors; however, coherence among
sensors leads to higher array noise gains and signal-to-n
ratios that is of significant practical interest in predicting t
sonar system performance. Since array gain calculations
complicated and more an issue for array processing, we r
to Refs. 23 and 34.

For the measurements below, Figures 13–16 indicate
analysis to measure the cross-coherences among the se
for the four NPAL segments being discussed. We empha
that the steps are the same as used in standard c
correlation processing used for sonars:
1653Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise
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~1! Each channel was Fourier transformed with a Hann
tapered FFT with a duration of 200 s;

~2! The transforms at each frequency are cross-correlated
the elements of theN3N spectral cross-coherence m
trix according to

r i j ~ f :B!5
Xi~ f !Xj* ~ f !

A( f ,BuXi~ f !u2( f ,BuXj~ f !u2
,

whereB is the frequency band processed.
Each NPAL data segment is 1200 s long, leading to

measurements when 50% overlapping is used, and thes
averaged.

Each spectral cross-coherence element is inverse tr
formed back to the time domain, orr ( i , j )(t:B), wheret is
the lag, and the :B notation indicates that the result is sp
cific to the bandB. ~There is a bit of duplicity in the use ofr
in both the frequency and delay domain; nevertheless,
symbol is the standard notation for a coherence value.! Array
processing algorithms work in the frequency domain,
here the results are best viewed in the time domain where
can capture the correlation as a function of delay. This in
cates the coherence among the various multipath compon
of the signal. Note that the denominator term simply guar
tees unity coherence wheni 5 j , i.e., the same sensor, wit
zero time lag.

In this section we want to capture the cross-cohere
among all the sensors for a specific reference sensor, or
row of the matrix, or fixedi; moreover, we wish to captur
this in a single figure so all the coherence on all the VL
can be compared. Before considering each case it is usef
discuss the display format. The format is indicated in Fig.
1654 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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The displays are the cross-coherence of sensori with sensor
j 51, N organized by the VLA channel number on the ho
zontal axis and lag delayt on the vertical. To interpret them
we need to explain the NPAL data storage format. Each s
sor is given a number, with the shallowest one on VLA
being number 1, and these are rasters lines 1–20 on the
with the coherence amplitude in dB encoded according to
color bar. The next 20 vertical rasters, 21–40, correspon
sensors 1 on VLA-2. The 41st raster starts with VLA-3 f
the next 20 rasters. This continues until VLA-5, which sta
with the 81st raster. The VLAs 5 and 6 represent the large
sensor array, so they have been aligned such that rasters
120 represent the 40 elements in this VLA array. A vertic
grid of five red lines has been superimposed on the cro
coherence figures to aid in discerning the location of
coherence data among the six VLAs. All of the array da
have been corrected for the accumulated clock offsets s
they record time asynchronously. Since this is a cohere
matrix, the peak level is unity~0 dB! on the reference senso
i for all the coherence plots.

We selected the reference channel to be the upperm
channel on VLA 6, at a mid array depth of 900 m and
delays are relative to this channel. This leads to the ma
mum horizontal separation for the coherence measureme
Since these are coherence plots, the color for the refere
channel is 1 at zero delay is always red. There are roug
cwBT effective degrees of freedom, where againcw is again
the Hanning window factor,T5100 or 200, depending on
the time duration andB is the bandwidth, 10 for the firs
band and 2 for the last three. The levels are carried to225
dB to accommodate the wide dynamic range of t
measurements.35 @The degrees of freedom~dof’s! can be
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 13. Cross-correlations by the frequency band for the quiescent spectra of Fig. 2.
of
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nt
used to estimate the confidence intervals. Here the d
range from 375 to 7500.#

A. Quiescent cross correlations

Figure 13 illustrates cross-correlation results for t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
’s‘‘quiet’’ data of Fig. 2. The correlations are most evident
nearly horizontal ‘‘stripes’’ in each VLA band of the figure
The vertical red line indicating the division of the VLAs i
adjacent to the raster of the reference channel, to the bo
sensor in VLA-6. If we ‘‘expand’’ this raster and the adjace
FIG. 14. Cross-correlations by frequency band for the nearby shipping of Fig. 3.
1655Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise
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one to the left and right corresponding to VLA-5 with th
sensors below and above the reference in the sensor in
10–20 Hz frequency band~upper left!, the result of convolv-
ing the ‘‘sinc(2p f uDxu/c)’’ spatial correlation with the effec-
tively bandlimted white noise for the time–space cohere
can be detected on these rasters. There should be signifi
coherence for approximately just three sensors each
horizontally, since the separation is 37.5 m and the wa
length at the center of the band~15 Hz! is 100 m. In the next
band, 20–40 Hz~upper right! we can again observe this, bu
for fewer adjacent channels. In addition, we can observ
hint of coherence with the sensors on VLAs 1–4, sugges
some ducted signals can now be detected with the proces
gain. This is an even stronger observation, low for the 40–
Hz band ~lower-left! and for the 60–80 Hz band~lower
right!. The coherence among some multipaths are discern
even though not visible on the original spectrum. The u
ward trend, which corresponds to negative delay or an
vance on these panels, indicates that there is a discrete s
north of the NPAL site with the signal advanced as it prop
gates from north to south. The cross-coherence levels ac
the VLAs are relatively low, less than215 dB, so the back-
ground noise dominates the coherences observed.36 ~We dis-
cuss source localization subsequently with some stron
signals.!

B. Nearby ship noise cross-correlations

The cross-correlation diagram in Fig. 14 for the near
ship spectra in Fig. 3 presents useful indications of the
herence of rays from such sources. First, the power spe
densities in Fig. 3 indicate that the ship passes VLA-1 fi
and VLA 5/6 last, so the cross-coherences with a refere
sensor in the middle of VLA 5/6 should have negative dela
~advances!, as the signal has been ‘‘launched’’ prior to tim
for a window of the reference. The main horizontal stripe
VLA 5/6 indicates that the signal encounters the top par
the array first and then the bottom on a downward going
This is reasonable for a shallow source with deeper ar
VLAs 1 and 2 also have signals with the opposite tre
suggestive of a bottom bounce. This can be used for bot
bounce localization that we discuss later on localization. T
coherences, nevertheless, are relatively low. This can be
plained by Fig. 3, where the 200 s analysis window captu
just one ‘‘loud’’ interval when passing VLAs 1–4 and 5/6
which indicates that it is passing very near the array. T
level rapidly rises above and falls below the ambient noise
the ranges are close and on the steep level of the TL cu
Consequently, when we cross-correlate for the coherence
data segments for VLAs 1–4 are below the ambient no
level for the 200 s analysis section; hence the low levels

These shipping data example are more complicated
interpret. First, the oscillations at approximately 0.1 s
probably ‘‘DEMON’’-like signals, where the propulsion of
ship is modulating a wideband signal at a frequency inter
of 10 Hz seen on the spectra. The first panel~upper left! is
complicated, reflecting the low level of power in the ban
~There also seems to be a 15 Hz line from another sou
The coherence on VLA 5/6 is strong.~There are standard
‘‘DEMON’’ programs used in the Navy for interpreting suc
1656 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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shipping data with a lot of machinery tonals.! In interpreting
the levels we observe that temporal correlation levels
relatively strong on the same and adjacent channels; h
ever, they are modest, below210 dB, on other channels
This reflects the fact that a 20 sensor VLA has a relativ
low array gain for separating signals by vertical multipa
The NPAL array is also highly aliased horizontally at 1.2 H
again leading to low coherence estimates in the presenc
other sources. Coherence measurements need to be do
high signal to noise ratios, especially if the level is hig
While we did not have this in the upper band of 60–80 H
we still are able to see coherence across the full 3600
aperture, or approximately for 140 wavelengths.

C. Whale vocalization cross correlations

Results illustrated in Fig. 15 are for the whale vocaliz
tion spectra in Fig. 4. It is one of the best data segments
demonstrating high coherence and well-defined multip
from the low-frequency band. Also, the sources are m
distant than the ship and so lead to nearly constant TL to
VLAs. The coherence in the 10–20 Hz band~upper left! is
very high, .210 dB among the sensors for the VLA 5/
array, and there is well-defined coherence across VLAs 1
the full extent of the NPAL array. The multipaths are we
delineated, indicating both up and down paths at the arr
by the ‘‘x’’ pattern. The general trend toward positive dela
indicates that the whale vocalizations are north of the ar
arriving at the most southerly sensors early. In addition to
whale vocalizations, there is evidence of distant shipp
from the opposite direction in the 40–60 Hz and 60–80
bands, since the well-defined correlated, up/down multip
can be seen on both VLA 5/6 and VLAs 3 and 4.

D. Earthquake event cross-correlations

The cross-coherences for the earthquake event of Fi
are given in Fig. 16. There is enough energy to dominate
signals and provide an estimate of the coherence lim
across the array. We note that we used just the section
taining the microearthquakes. We observe very high lev
.27 dB across the full NPAL aperture. In addition, there a
not up/down multipaths, indicated by low slopes for the
ray coherence, which suggest the near-axial propagatio
wave propagation from the south. It is also a faint indicati
of a source north of the array in the middle two frequen
bands also with near-axial propagation. It is a bit remarka
that there is mode coherence in the highest band with
same structure as the earthquake energy at the lowest;
ever, nearby seismic activity can have energy in this ban

VI. VERTICAL DIRECTIONALITY AND kÀv
DIAGRAMS

We examine the vertical directionality by usingk2v
diagrams where wave numberk is the vertical wave numbe
kz and correspondingly arevertical phase speeds.~We actu-
ally use f, n diagrams withn the wave vector to eliminate
annoying factors of 2p. This method for analyzing noise i
well established for horizontal towed arrays, but less so
VLAs. This is an approximation because the vertical wa
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 15. Cross-correlations by the frequency band for the nearby whale vocalizations of Fig. 4.
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number changes as a function of depth-specific freque
horizontal ray parameter, and mode, but it does lead to ea
interpretations instead of using an apparent phase s
across the array. Each VLA is aliased in the vertical at f
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quencies above 20 Hz. Unaliased broadband waveforms
pear as ‘‘stripes’’ that converge at~0,0! for vertical slowness
~cycles/meter! and frequency~Hz!. Aliased components ap
pear as replicas, offset from the unaliased stripe. This le
FIG. 16. Cross-correlations by the frequency band for the micro-earthquake of Fig. 5.
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in with the
FIG. 17. Frequency wave number spectra for the quiescent spectra of Fig. 2. Note that in spite of the very low levels, there is enough array ga
sensors~13 dB! to identify two weak shipping contributions at25000 m/s and13000 m/s, as well as the ducted noise.
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to easier interpretations, especially when extrapolating
nals into the aliased region, where we can observe the
tinuity along the slopes of lines corresponding to spec
sources arriving at a vertical angle. The ‘‘true’’ contributio
and the aliased ones are then very easy to sort. In view
these diagrams, note that~i! the levels shift among the sev
eral plots in order to maximize the dynamic range of t
displays, and~ii ! the Minimum Variance Distortionless Filte
~Capon! method was used for the spatial processing at e
frequency.23 We also note the discussion in Baggeroer a
Cox regarding the level bias on these spectral estimates
cause of ‘‘snapshot limits’’ of the sample covariance matric
that are used34 and that the MVDR is a local power estima
and not a true spectral density, i.e., power per Hz–vert
wave vector,nz . We defer the reader to the array process
literature for a complete discussion on MVDR.

There are also several diagonal lines superimpose
aid the conversion of ‘‘stripes’’ with vertical wave numbe
and vertical phase speed diagrams to grazing angles. Th
are tabulated below:

61480 m/s 690° ~vertical endfire directions!,

62000 m/s 647°,
1658 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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63500 m/s 625°,

67000 m/s 612°,

` m/s 0° ~broadside direction!.

The general formula is given by

Q590

2cos21S slope „dFreq~Hz/dWave number~nz!…

1480 m/s D .

Lines with a positive slope correspond to power traveli
down the array. The ducted power is concentrated in
acoustic cone to within 12° degrees of broadside. We n
that these are equivalent to frequency-azimuth~FRAZ! dis-
plays, except that the azimuth is now the vertical.wave v
tor component.

A. kÀv directional spectra for quiescent data

Figure 17 illustrates thek2v spectrum for the quiescen
time section of Fig. 2. There is a slight asymmetry, sugge
ing a slightly wider contribution from ducted signals fro
below the array surface. There are also a couple of bro
band low angle sources at'220° and'30°, which is most
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise
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FIG. 18. Frequency wave number spectra for the shipping traffic interval. There are four intervals, each 200 s long. Note that there are at least tces
visible ~see the text for discussion!.
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likely above the critical angle for the bottom, but still fairl
distant. ~This is complicated by the sloping bottom at th
site.! There is also a suggestion of an all angle~completely
within the acoustic cone! source of energy around 40 Hz th
does not have an obvious interpretation. Finally, the h
levels from 35–40 Hz at the large absolute wave numbek
values correspond to aliased power of the ducted com
nents. Also, note the relatively low peak level of263 dB on
the color bar. This does not correspond to a spectral den
level because of the known problems in the MVD
estimates.30

B. kÀv directional spectra for nearby shipping

Figure 18 is remarkable because it illustrates the non
tionary behavior of the nearby ship in Fig. 3. VLA-3 wa
used for the analysis. First, note that the levels are 20
higher than the quiescent levels, but still modest for sh
ping. There are four panels evolving in observation tim
upper left to right on the top and then lower left to right o
the bottom. In the first~upper left! there is a very large stripe
at 22 km/s, or approximately downward at 45°. The depe
dence with respect to frequency peaks at the tonals obse
in the spectral density. There is also little power below
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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Hz, as suggested by the spectral density. The aliased ve
can also be observed starting at 20 Hz, the aliasing
quency. There are also upgoing and downgoing signals
their aliases at61480 Hz and above 25 Hz suggesting en
fire noise from the surface then reflecting off the bottom w
more than propagating downward~surface to depth!. ~The
aliased components forming an ‘‘X’’ are easier to observ!
Note that the color maximum is 85 dB.

The next panel suggests the ship moving away lead
to more horizontal angles consistent with Fig. 3; moreov
the multiples can be observed as they also move off vert
incidence; they are just inside the acoustic cone.~Recall
these are vertical arrays, so endfire directions are at61480
m/s. In the next panel~lower left! the direct path from the
ship has disappeared most likely into a shadow zone. In
lower right, just the bottom bounce multiple~the apparent!
phase speed is positive at 3 km/s. A ray path or parab
equation solution using the sound speed profile in Fig
supports these interpretations. There is a very faint sug
tion of a second source closer to a ducted path~see the bot-
tom two panels!. Finally, Fig. 19 is a compositek2v spec-
trum based upon the entire record in forming the sam
covariance matrix for the MVDR. This indicates the blurrin
caused by the nonstationarity of the environment, wh
1659Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



e of the
FIG. 19. The superposition of all thek2v of five spectra of the passing ship. Note that the ray paths are more complicated to interpret becaus
changing geometry.
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leads to significant problems in ‘‘snapshot-limited’’ adapti
beamforming for passive sonars. Also note the presenc
whale vocalizations around 16 Hz.

C. kÀv directional spectra for whale vocalization

Figure 20 illustrates thek2v spectra for the whale vo
calizations in Fig. 4 using VLA 5/6. The nominal peak leve
are 78 dB—lower than a passing ship, but certainly not at
quiescent levels, and again complicated by the bias issue
the MVDR algorithm. The dominant contribution is conce
trated around 16 Hz, as noted before. There are also harm
ics at 32 and 48 Hz. There is also power at 39 Hz that is
a harmonic and possibly another mammal species. The
table aspect is that the ‘‘stripes’’ appear to be concentrate
phase speeds near 7 km/s, which are in the region ducte
612° nominal propagation. There is virtually no power
either of the near vertical directions61480 m/s, suggesting
just long range vocalizations.~The array resolution and SVP
knowledge did not permit identification or which ray loop f
ranging.! We have not attempted to use ‘‘invariant’’-base
approaches to date for ranging because of the uncertain
the range rate.37 For this data segment it is certainly appr
priate to note that the vocalizations dominate the amb
1660 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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noise, and this was very common in many of the NPA
segments. There is also ducted power at 12 Hz within
ducted region suggestive of some distant shipping.

D. kÀv directional spectra for a micro earthquake

Figure 21 indicates the evolution of thek2v spectra for
the two microseisms of Fig. 5. VLA 5/6 was used for th
arrayk2v analysis. Similar to Fig. 18, there are four pane
proceeding from top left to right and then bottom left
right. The first upper left, corresponding to the first 200
appears to be well-known ducted T phase propagation.
entire high-power level is concentrated in the SOFAR duc
67 km/s vertical phase speed. There is very little other
cept at 28 Hz, suggesting shipping or mammal vocalizatio
A few of these can be identified, especially examining t
data after the earthquake, but they are difficult to interp
The upper right panel still includes the micro-earthquake a
has a similar format. After this, in the lower panels all t
seismic activity has gone. Note that the earthquake bea
can be determined from Fig. 15 with propagation from so
to north. Figure 22 is a compositek2v spectrum of the
entire 20 min record.
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



s at 39 Hz,
FIG. 20. Frequency wave number spectra for the whale spectra of Fig. 4. Note the strong level near 16 Hz and its harmonics plus other source
which is not a harmonic~another species?!. There is also a strong ducted component around 12 Hz suggestive of distant shipping.
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VII. SOURCE LOCALIZATION

One of the objectives of the noise analysis for the NP
program is to determine how well sources can be loca
Most of the effort concentrated on the Kauai source, wher
here we concentrate on sources of opportunity. Two meth
were used to obtain estimates of the source locations of
nals. The first method uses matched field processing~MFP!
techniques on a narrow band of data from the long, 40 ph
array, VLA 5/6. The second uses broadband correlati
across the VLAs for the direction of arrival~DOA! and then
models the crossing patterns of the multipath such as in
14, which might be considered a broadband MFP with
precise phase matching. We note that there are many m
ods for source localization from the various submarine ba
methods to multipath arrival time separation to MFP me
ods ranked according to knowledge of the environment
quired.

A. Matched field processing approach

The MFP analysis uses just the one array, VLA 3,
before, because we could not obtain stable phase estimat
the cross-covariance matrix. This has been a common p
lem for MFP using multiple arrays reported in the San
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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Barbara Channel Experiment,38 so only the range of the
source are considered unknowns.~The cause of this problem
has been perplexing because the array localization is usu
accurate to the one-tenth wavelength criteria; however, e
small changes in the intersensor spacing over the long t
needed for a stable estimate may be the cause since
smears the phase. Specifically, we use the ‘‘nearby ship’’ d
file shown in Fig. 3 and we focused upon finding the positi
of the source of the 13 Hz ship line. We employed the OAS
~OASES Ambient Noise! module from the OASES seismoa
coustic modeling package39 to generate replicas of the acou
tic field in a 1 Hzband around 13 Hz for possible sourc
positions on a grid ranging from the surface to 200 m
depth, and for horizontal ranges from 100 m to 10 km. T
sound speed profile in Fig. 1 is used for the modelin
Sample covariance matrices are constructed from the da
the usual way by averaging the outer products of 10 s s
ments of data over 50 s intervals. Here 20 such matrices w
formed over the first 1000 s of the file. The replicas we
then combined with these sample covariances to form c
ventional~replica cross-correlation! and MVDR ~see Sec. V
for comments on MVDR processing! ambiguity functions.40

The conventional processing does not indicate any con
1661Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



propagat
FIG. 21. Frequency wave number spectra for a transient generated by a micro-earthquake. Note that all the energy is ducted, typical of T phaseion
and extends up to 30 Hz. The source of the transient in Secs. II and III at 45 Hz is not known, but it is quite distinct.
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tency, so we omit it. We show the results of the MVD
processing in a very compressed form in Fig. 23. Each h
zontal stripe in the figure is the MFP outputversusthe range
and depth for each processing interval of 50 s. The vert
dimension is depth 0–200 m from the surface and the h
zontal axis is in the range up to 10 km. The processing
terval time also goes from top to bottom, with the start tim
for each noted on the right. The entire set of horizon
stripes indicate the evolution of the processing intervals.
the beginning, or near the top, a maximum can be seen
tially at about a 4 km range and near the surface. This arr
approaches the array until its range is less than 1.5 km
time 301 s, where it seems to fade. Sidelobes appear in
near-field, which is indicative of replica mismatch until 70
s, where the source reemerges again, focusing near the
face. It reaches a range near 4 km again at 951 s. Despit
lack of specific environmental data at the time this data w
acquired, a reasonable estimate of the ship’s range, ex
when it was close. Moreover, the total 8 km covered in
1000 s leads to a speed of 16 kt, which is very close to
speed of 15 kt derived from the epoch times in Fig. 3.
simultaneous combination of MFP and geoinversion wo
1662 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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most likely improve these results.37 These ambiguity sur-
faces with their prominent sidelobes are fairly typical
MFP with field data.

B. Bearing and vertical path backpropagation
localization

A second method obtains an estimate of the range
bearing for the marine mammal chirps that appeared in F
4. It is similar to wave front curvature processing and ve
cal backpropagation used in ASW. We first compute
cross-correlation of all sensors at approximately equal de
on the first five arrays using the sensor on VLA 3 for
reference. This gives us a set of peaks in delay time
which we find the minimum mean square fit for range a
bearing. These lead to a range of 662 km, which is charac-
teristic of wave front curvature processing and bearings
either '230° or 335°, with a slightly higher peak at th
former. ~The latter is due the NPAL arrays begin to appe
nearly as a line array with a cone of uncertainty for sour
distant from the center of the array.!

Using this information to narrow the search, we em
ployed an eigenray program to compute more accurate tr
Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



ates;
FIG. 22. Frequency wave number spectra for the entire segment~1200 s! of the micro-earthquake. Note that the ducted, low-frequency energy still domin
however, there is also some high-frequency ducted energy as well as some omnidirectional energy at 30 Hz.
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times using the average NPAL sound velocity profile fo
series of ranges and directions near the previous approxim
position estimates. For each source/bearing estimate, we
erated a simple synthetic time series with impulses at eig
ray arrival times, and then input these times series to
same correlation routine used to generate the images
above in the format of Fig. 12. These again use the up
most channel of VLA 6 as a reference. In Fig. 24 we disp
the best fit with a source estimated to be at a 5.8 km ran
and a bearing of 230°. This technique is essentially a m
complicated version of multipath ranging. It offers us
method to better understand the cross-correlation pattern
the NPAL data, and to match the synthetic patterns with
actual correlation pattern to get a best fit.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Ambient noise is usually categorized with rather coa
statistics, e.g. the average level, maximum values, and
sibly variability. In fact, it is rich in many phenomena, so a
observation at one time can change significantly in sh
times. In this paper we have concentrated on the lo
frequency vertical coherence and directionality of the NP
array deployed near Pt. Sur, CA. There are two import
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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limits of the array design impacting our observations. Fir
the vertical spacing of the array elements sets an alia
frequency of 20 Hz for vertical observations. Second,
array is aliased at 1.2 Hz in the horizontal, so very stro
signals are needed to make unambiguous statements a
ambient signals.~The NPAL source providesa priori infor-
mation regarding signal direction, but absolute level m
surements still require strong signals to sort out the sidel
contamination issues.!

We make the following observations:

~i! The ambient environment at the NPAL array is dom
nated by shipping, whales and occasional ear
quakes. Whales are present in the 16–18 Hz, and
25–40 Hz bands well over sixty percent of the tim
observed. Quiescent spectra were observed only 1
on a single channel and 8% at a single VLA bea
output using a signal entropy criterion.

~ii ! The analysis of the kurtosis for a simple test of Gau
sianity indicates that those spectral bands occupied
shipping, whales, or earthquakes are significan
non-Gaussian. Only when the levels are near qu
cent are the kurtoses close to those for a Gaus
process.
1663Baggeroer et al.: NPAL noise



FIG. 23. Results of MFP Minimum Variance localization of 13 Hz tone from a ship passing near the NPAL arrays.
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~iii ! The degree of non-Gaussianity as measured by
kurtoses indicates that the lower hydrophones h
higher levels. This was true on all arrays, but es
cially VLA 6, the deepest. The cause of this is n
known, but the highpass filters in the acquisition sy
tem should eliminate cable strum that typically a
1664 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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pears at low frequencies. In addition, the characte
tic high Q and episodic nature of strumming does n
appear to be present.

~iv! Standard broadband cross-coherence analysis rev
the correlated multipath for all categories of da
These extended horizontally across the full aperture
FIG. 24. Beat pattern match for chirp localization: Data~red! superimposed on the model~black!.
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most cases corresponding to 36, 72, 120, and
wavelengths for the four frequency bands analyze

~v! The k2v spectra on the VLAs can be measured a
indicate the vertical directionality associated with t
several noise sources analyzed. By and large, mos
the vertical spectra at these low frequencies are w
defined with discrete lines, simplifying the interpret
tion in the aliased region.

~vi! Localization with matched field methods was pro
lematic and could be done only at short ranges of l
than 10 km. This is probably the result of sound spe
mismatch to which matched field processing is w
known to be very sensitive. Moreover, stable inter
ray cross-covariances could not be estimated. T
was probably a combination of the long data duratio
required to satisfy the array transit time problem a
small changes in the sensor spacing during a NP
data segment.~This has been a problem in a numb
of MFP experiments.!

~vii ! Localization by matching the broadband multipa
structure was successful, which lends support to v
tical ranging algorithms based upon this approach
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